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A bstract
Let {A(7) ; -y E P} be a complex interpolation family (c .i .f.) on
I' _ {iz1 = 1} in the sense of [3] . Let U be the containing space and
.T _ F(A(-),1') the space of analytic U-valued functions associated to
the family.
Let T be an analytic functional en the unit disc D and define the
interpolated space A[T] as
with the usual norm 1144[T) = infflf 11j- ; T(f) = x} . We shall say that
T is of finite support if T admits a representation of the type
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We identify the intermédiate space of a complex interpolation fam-
ily - in the sense of Coifman, Cwikel, Rochberg, Sagher and Weiss-
of LP spaacs with change of measure, for the complex interpolation
method associated to an analytic functional .
0. Introduction
A[T] = {xEU ; 3f EY, T(f)=x}
n m(j)
T = 1: E aj,S(l)(zj)'
j=0 l=0
The set {zo, - - - , zn} is said to be the support of T .
The two following results are easily proved .
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Proposition 1 . Let {A(y) ; y E P} and {B(y) ; y E h} be two
c .i .f. with contaninig spaces U, V and log-intersection space A and 13
respectively . Let L : A ---> n,ErB(y) be a linear operator such that, for
each a E A and for almost every y E P,
where log M(.) E Ll (I') .
Under theses conditions, if L : U -> V is continuous,






Hz being the Herglotz kernel .
L : A[GT] --> B[T]
Proposition 2.
(a) If n > m, A[S(m)(zo)] is continuously embedded in A[S(n)(zo)] .
(b) If T is of the type (1), A[T] = 1:jo A[S(m(j))(zj)] .
Let X be a measure space and p(-y, x) >_ 0 a measurable function on
I' x X such that, for almost every x E X,
1p(y)
log w(y,x)dPz(y) < +oo,
with p(y) > 1 a measurable function on I' and Pz the Poisson kernel .
We shall denote by M(y) the measure p(-y, x)dx with dx the (T-finite
measure of X, and by LW(7) = LP(p(y)) the corresponding LP space .
Assume that the family {LP(') , y E P} is a c .i.f. with containing
space U . Consider the function
1 ¡z~ 1
M(z, x) = exp
(
P(z)- J p(y)
log h(-y, x)dH.(y)) .
It is known (see [6]) that if T = S(zo), [LP"][T] =- Lw(z), where
27r
p(z) 27r o p(y)
dPz (y)-
The aim of this paper is to identify the interpolated spaces [Lw" ] [T]
when T is of finite support .




1 . Main results
From Proposition 2, we shall only need to identify a space
[LP('l ][S(")(zo)] with zo E D and n E N . We shall do an induction
with respect to n using the following result .
Lemma 3 . Let F : D ---> U be an analytic function with non-
tangential limit a.e . y E F and such that, for almost every x E X,
the function F(z, x) E N -'- (D) . Assume that, for almost every y E F,
F(-y,) E Lw(7) and
ess sup II F(y, ') IILp(,) = M < +oo.
7Er w(7)
Then, if F(zo,) = 0, F'(zo,-) is in [LP"][5(zo)] = LP~z-)0 .
Proof.
We shall prove it with the help of the Fundamental inequality (F.I .)
of I-Iernández (see [6]) .
Under the hypothesis given, we can consider the function
{
G(z
F(z, x)/z - zo z ~ zo
, x) =
F'(zo, x) z = zo .
From the F .I . and the fact that the function G(z, x)p(z, x)a(z), with
a(z) = 1/p(z), is in N+(D), we have
f G(z, x) I P(z) I h(z, x) I dw =
f
I G(z, x)p(z, x)a(z) jP(z)dp _<
x x
27r 1 F.r.
< fx exp (p(Z) 27r lo
log I G(y, x)p(y, x)1/P('r) IdPz (1') / dh <









IF(y x) P(w)=exp p(z) 27r o p(y)
log
x Ieiy ' ZOI
te(y,x)dp, dPz (y) <
1
2"r
F(y,')	1< exp Cp(z)2 f
log II ei7 _ zo IILw~7i
dPz (-y» =
_ M ) _ M ) P(z)
- exp
CP(Z) log
d(zo, F) - Cd(zo, F) .
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Thus, the proof is finished from Fatou's Lemma. Moreover,
For each f E LP(zo) we shall express by Hf the function[¿(-o) ,
w(z)P(zo)




where w(z) = a(z) + &(z), with &(z) the conjugate function of a such
that &(zo) = 0 . We shall assume, in the sequel, that w'(zo) :~ 0 .
Proposition 4. f E [LP()][5'(zo)] if and only if there exist fo and fi
in LP(zo) such thatl¿(zo )





Hj,(zo, x) = (m(z, x)-a(z)m(z0, x)w(z)) (zo) .
(4) 11fII[Lp«'.» (zo)~ - inf{11fo + f1 log IIf'11Lv(io) 11Lp(zo) + IIf'11LW(zo)
f satisfies (3) } .
Proof.
To simplify notation, we shall denote by E(n) the space [L'(') ] [5(n) (zo)]
for every n E N. Thus, E(0) = LP(zo)
N(zo)'
Let f E E(1) and F E JF(LPf.), F) with F'(zo ,) = f.
Consider A = {x E X ; F(zo, x) = 0} . It is clear, from the previous
lemma, that fo (x) = f(x)XA(x) E E(0) and
Ilfó llE(o) C dl(zoI,F)
If x E A°, F(zo, x) :~ 0 and we can Consider the function H(z, x) _
HF(zo,x)XA` (x).
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It is easy to see that H satisfies the hypothesis of the previous lemma
but H(zo, -) = 0. So, the function G(z, x) = F(z, x)XA~ (x) - H(z, x)
satisfies the necessary hypothesis to ensure that if fl = F(zo, x)XA- (x),
G' ( zo,x)= .f(x)XA=(X) - fl(x)(p(zo)w'(z0)log 1 .8(x)1)+
+p(ZOW(zo)f1(x) log II .f1IIE(0) +Hp (zo , W1(x)
is in E(0) with norm < 211FILF/d(zo, P) .
Combinating the previous results and joining all the terms of E(0) in
a single function fo , we obtain the desired results as well as one of the
inequalities of (4) .
Conversely, let f = fo + fl (H,, (zo) + w'(zo)p(zo) log Ifi l) = fo +g. If
we consider the function Hfl , we obtain, from the previous lemma, that
if F E J-(LP" I') satisfies F(zo, x) = f1, thenw(-)'
fi (x) = F'(zo, x) - Hfl (zo, x) =
= F'(zo, x) - fl(x) (p(zo)w'(zo) log Ifl(x)I -
-p(zo)w'(zo) log Ilflll r,p(=o) +HN(zo, x)) -_
w (=o)
= F~(zo, x) + f1(x)p(zo)w~(zo) log IIf1IlE(0) - 9(x)
is in E(0) and, thus, g E E(1) . E(0) being continuously embedded in
E(1) we obtain the desired algebraic equality. Moreover,
IIflIE(1) = Ilfo+911E(1) =
= Ilfo - fi + F~(zo, x) + fip(zo)w'(zo) log IIf111E(0JE(1) <_
IIfO + flp(z0)w ' ( z0) log 11f11IE(O)IIE(1) + llfi - F'(z0,')IIE(1) <
< C11fo + fIP(ZOW(zo) log IIf1IIE(o) IIE(0)+
+ 1z0,1') (IIFII .F + IIf111E(o>) + AFILE .d(
Now, (4) follows easily.
Proposition 5 . f E [LP()]
[S(n) (zo)] if and only if there exist fo, . . ., fn
in LP(zo) such that f(x) = fo(x) + Hi (zo, x) + + H(n) (zo, x), where
Hj = Hf, .
Proof.
E(n) still denotes the space [Lw( )][S(n)(zo)] as in the preceeding proof.
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It is already known that the result is true forn = 0 and n = 1 . Assume
that it is true for n - 1 and let us see it for n > 1 .
Let f E E(n) and F E .F(LP('),I') with F(n)(zo, .) = f. Consider the
set
and assume the following
A= {x E X ; F(zo , x) = 0}
Claim. If F satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3, then we get that
F(n) (zo, ') E E(n - 1) .
It is clear then, that (F(z,')XA('))(n)(zo) is in E(n - 1) and if fn =
F(zo,')XA- and Hn, = Hfn , then Gn(z,x) = F(z,x)XA-(x) - Hn(z,x)
satisfies the hypothesis of the claim and therefore, G(n)(zo, -) E E(n-1).
Consequently, if we call g(-) = (F(z,')XA(-))(n)(zo) + G~n)(zo, ) we
have, from the induction hypothesis, that there exist fo, - - - , f,,-1 in
E(0) such that
Proof of the claim:
n-1
g(x) = fo(x) + 1: Hjj) (zo,x) .
j-1
Finally, as f(x) = g (x) + H,(n) (zo, x), the desired result is obtained .
The converse is quite similar.
We know that the claim is true for n = 1 . Let us consider the set
B = {x E X ; F'(zo, x) = 0}. Then, from the induction hypothesis,
(F(z,')XB('))(n)(zo) is in E(n-2) .
Let now x 1 B. One can consider the function
GF(z, x) =
F(z,
x) XB-(x) - HF(z,x)z - zo
where HF = HF,(,,,.)xa, .
Because GF satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3, GFn-1) (zo, .) is in
E(n - 2) and, thus, as




n-1) (zo, ,) E E(n - 1), we get that F(n) (zo, ) is in E(n - 1) .
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Corollary 6. Let J(z, x) = (p(zo, x)lp(z, x))11P . Then, the space
[Lp~(.)][S(n)(zo)] is equivalent to
LP(p(zo)) + LP(p(zo)(J'(zo,x))-P) + . . + LP(p(zo)(J(n)(zo,x))-P)
n
LP(tt(zo)(~ IP)I(zo, x))-P) .
j=I
Proof.
Let us denote pk = tt(zo)J(k)(zo,x)-P for every k EN.
If p(-y) = p, Hf (z, x) = J(z, x) f(x) and, as f E LP (izo),
H (k) (zo, x) = f(x)J(k) (zo, x) E LP (pk)-
Now we see the equivalente of the norms . Assume initially that n = 1
and let f E [LP,(.)][S'(zo)] . Let F E .F(LP(.),F) with F'(zo,x) = f(x)
and consider G(z, x) = F(z, x) - J(z, x)F(zo, x) . It is satisfied that
G(zo, -) = 0 and, therefore, G'(zo, -) E LP(po) . Moreover,
IIG'(zo,-)IILP(1,o)'5 1 (IIFIlF+ IIF(zo,x)IILP(,o)) <_
2IIFII .-
d(zo , F) d(zo , F)
Thus, F'(zo, x) = G'(zo, x) + J'(zo, x)F(zo, x) = fo(x) + fI (x) with fo
in LP(po) and fl in LP(,ul) . Moreover,








that, a fortiori, yields the equivalente of the norms . Now, assume that
the result is true for n-1 and let f E [L, ( .) ] [S(n) (zo)] and F in .F(LP( .) , F)
with F(n)(zo, x) = f(x) . The function G(n)(zo,x)=f(x) -J(n)(zo,x)F(zo,x)
is in [Lp(.)][S(n-1)(zo)] and, from the induction hypothesis, there exist
fj E LP(po) (0 < j < n - 1) such that
f (x)=fo(x)+fl (x)J,(zo, x)+ . . .+fn-1(XV(n-1)(zo, x)+J(n)(zo, x)F(zo, x) .
Moreover,
IIfoIILpcwo)+ . . '+¡¡f.-l lILP(wn-1) « IIG(n)(zo, x)II[Lp ~_,~~ó~n-1~(=0)1 « IIFIL~
Now, the proof is easily ended.
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Corollary 7. Let wo, wl be two positive measurable functions on X .
Then f is in [LPO(wo),LPI (wl)]s , (e) if and only, if there exist fo, fl in
LP (w), ( 1/p = (1 - B)/po + B/pl and w =
wó(1-a)/Po wP0/P1 ) such that
f (x) = fo(x) + fl(x)(1 log wo(x) - 1
log w, (x» + fl(x) log 1fl(x)1 .
Po P
Proof.
Given 0 < 0 < 1, there exists a measurable set P1 C 1' such that
frl dP,, ( "y) = 0 . So, if we consider A( "y) = LPo (wo) for each y E f' \ I'1
and A(-y) = LPI(w1) for each y E l'1 , we have A(-y) = [LPO (wo), LPl (wl)]a( ,y)
with a(-) = Xr l (-) .
It is known (see [11, 1.18.5]) that A(y) = Lw(1)x), where, for each
yEr,
1 = 1 - a(y) + a(y) and `
p( -Y) po p1
[¿( -Y, x) = wó(7)(1-9(1
Moreóver, n attains the values 0 and 1, and thus, as we have proved
in [2] in quite analogy with the reiteration results of [3], if T = 6(n) (zo)
(n E N) and w'(zo) =?~ 0, then
A[T] _ [LPO(wo),LPl(w1)]s,
where S(W) = T(W o w) and [LPO(wo),LP' (wl)]s is defined like in the
interpolátion method of [10] . So,
[LPI
(wo),LPI (wl)]s = [LPO (wo),LP1 (wl)]6,(a(zo)) = [LPO (wo),LP1 (wl)]6'(B) .
Hence, the space we want to identify is a particular case of Proposition
5 . But, in this case,
p(z, x) = wó(z)(1-w(z))/PowP(=)w(z)/Pi
If we call B(z) = 2 fo P(7)dPz(y) and B(z) = B(z) + ¡B(z) with
B(zo) = 0, we have
M(zo, x) I(z) M(z, x) -B(z) = wo(w(z)-1)+(1-B)P/3(z))/Po,~1P8WB-w(z))IP1 :
Now we can apply Proposition 4 to end the proof.
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Remark. In view of the Corollary 6 and the above calculation, one
can easily obtain that
[LI(wo), Ll(wl)]ó(n)(e) = LI(wó -Bwe ( 1 + I log (wo/w1) n `)
as it is said in [7] .
Remark.
Let cp(x, t) be a function that, for each x E M, is an increasing function
of t in 0 <_ t < oe, and W(x,0) = 0 . Denote by W(X) the class of
measurable functions g on M such that there exist A > 0 and f E X
withIIflix<1and
Ig(x)I <_ AW(x,A1f(x)I) a.e . x E M.
Define the "norm" of g, IIgil,(x), as the infimun of the values A for
which such an inequality holds .
It is known (see [1]) that if W(x, t) is a concave function of t and change
the previous norm by
IIgil = inf{A > 0 ; Ig(x)I < aw(x, If(x)I) a.e . x E M},
then (w(X), II - II) is a Banach Lattice . In our case, we can only assure
that the space ~o(X) is a Frechet Lattice .
We say that a function f is equivalent to g in R+ if and only if there
exist a, b > 0 such that
It is also known that LP(7) = ~o (L 1 ), where
Consider the function
a f(x) < g (x) < b f(x) a.e . x E X.
W7(x, t) = M(-Y, x)-lM7)tl/p(y)
1 1
(Pz (x, t) = exp 27r
log cp.y (x, t) dHz (y) / .
Then W. (x, t) = m (z, x)-l/p(z) t-(z) .
Finally we assume that, for each 1 < k <_ n, the function Wk (x, t) _
IS(k)(zo)(W.(x,t))I is equivalent to an increasing function that we shall
continue denoting by cpk .
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Proposition 8. If T = S('')(zo), the space [L'()][T] is equivalent toj
:k-0 IPk (L 1 )
Proof.
Let f E cpk (L 1 ) and let h E L1 with II hll Ll <_ 1 and A > 0 such that
1f(x)I ~ A ~Ok(x, A1h(x)I )
We have
Wk(x, AIh(x) I) = lb (k) (zo) (M(z, x)-1 /P (z) (A I h(x)1)"(z))
It is easy to see that the function F(z, -) = p(z, -)-11P(z)(AI h(x)j)-(z)
is in .F(LP( '.», and hence, f is in [LP"][S(k)(zo)] .
Moreover, IIfI~~LPc .~~~6ck~( zo )~ < AIIFII ., . So it is_ elear that if (fn) nwc >
converges to zero in Wk(L1), (fn)n converges to zero in [LP(')][S(k)(zo)] .
Conversely, from Proposition 5, one can obtain that if fE[LP( :)p(n)(zo)],(
f(x) =9(x)+H(n)(zo,x) where IHn(n)(zo,x)l --_ Wn(x, I9n(x)I) with gn =
I f.IP( zo )N,(zo) E Ll . An induction ends the proof .
2 . Applications
Example 1.
If b E BMO has a norm enough small s, then W = eb and W-1 are
weight of Ap . Furthermore . for any Calderón Zygmund integral operator
(CZO), L,
(See [8]) .
L : LP(W) ---> LP(W) and L : LP(W-1 ) ----> LP(W-1) .
Proposition 9. Under the previous hypothesis, for each b E BMO,
f
n
L(9(x)I b(x)I )IP 1 dx « 1IIglIP d9 E LP .
n, (IIb¡¡ . +slb(x)I)P sP
Proof.
It is a trivial consequence of the fact that
L : [LP(W),LP(W-1)]b,(e) --" [LP(W),LP(W-1)]6,(0)
and that for 0 = 1/2,
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[LP(W), LP(W-1)l6,(2) -- LP«1 + l b¡) -P ) .
So, if f E LP((1 + IbI)-P), IIL(f)IILP((1+Ibl)-P) « II .fIILP((I+Ib1) -P) .
On the other hand, if g E LP, L(g) E LP and
IIL(g)IILP((I+IbI)-P) < IIL(g)IIP < cliglip .
The combination of all these results ends the proof.






for any Lebesgue measurable set X and IX I its measure.
Example 2.
Consider 0 < ,y < n, 1 < p1 < (n/y) and 1/p2 = 1/pl - ,y/n. If
b E BMO, it is proved in [9] that if L,y = * IX I7-n (Riesz Potentials),
then
L 7 : LPl (eb) ---, LPZ (eb) and
L y : LP' (e-b) ) LPZ (e-b ) .
Thus, with an argument quite similar to the one of Proposition 9, we
get the following result .
Proposition 11. Under the previous conditions,
bEBMO (fx
sup L~Ib(x)I IPZ (IIbil* + sib(x)I)PZ
dx)
PZ
« S IXIpI .
Example 3 .
Let 1 < p1 < p2 < oo and p = 2(p-j1 +P21)-1 . If g E LP(R') and g*
is the Maximal function of Hardy-Littlewood, there exists a such that
(g*) :~a are weights in the classes APl and AP2 ([4, Prop . 2]) . Conse-
quently, if L is a CZO,
L : LPI ((g* )") - LPI «g*)
fa) and
L : LP2((g*)fa) - LP2((g*)fa) .
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Proposition 12. Underthe previous conditions, for each f E LP(Rn)
(PI :5 p :~ p2),
CIRn IL(fi lo
g g* I)IP (1+allog g*I)Pdx)
P
« 1IlfIIP .
Example 4. On the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator .
Let M be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator . If 0 < a < 1, then
f(x) = M(IIXII-an)(1
+ I log M(IIXII -an) I)-1 E Llia(Rn) .
If we take p = 1/a and u = 1, it will be a particular case of the following
result .
Proposition 13 . Let u E A2 and p > 1 . If f(1 + I log I f 1 I) -1 E
LP(u-1 ) and g = M(fu-1 )u, then g(1 + I log Ig1 I)-1 E LP(u -1 ) .
Proof. Let a : r ---> (0,1) a measurable function such that
Then
(a) ua(7) E Aa(7)+1 (see [5]) and, therefore, if p(-y) = 1 + a(y)
(b) By interpolation
(c) If
1 _ 1 r27, 1
d~p 27r Jo 1 + a(Y)
M : LP(7) (ua(y)) , LP(7) (ua(7) ) .
M : [LP(-)(u-(-))l [b'(o)] -> [LP(')(ua('))l [s'(0)] .
u : [LP(')(ua('))][b'(0)] -Lp(u-1)
is defined by u(f) = uf, then u is an isomorfism, where Lo(u-1 ) is the
Orlicz space associated to O(t) = W-1(t)P, and W(t) = t(1+I log ti) . This
result is a consequence of Proposition 4 with H,,(0, x) = pw'(0) log u and
from the fact that L<p(u-1 ) is the space of the measurable functions such
that f(1 + 1 log 1 f 11) -1 E LP(u-1).
Now the proof ends from (a), (b) and (c) .
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